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ABSTRACT 

Undeniable signature schemes are not publicly verifiable. Therefore, in order to 
prove the validity/invalidity of a message-signature pair, the signer needs to provide 
a proof for the rightful verifier. Since the introduction of undeniable signature 
schemes, various proof systems with different properties and features have been 
introduced to be incorporated in the structure of such schemes. Among all, the non-
interactive designated verifier proof generation system of Jakobsson et al. with its 
distinguishing properties and features has been recognized as the most practical proof 
system.  Due to its interesting features, a variation of Jakobsson et al. proof system 
has been employed in all of the proposed identity-based and certificateless 
undeniable signature schemes. In this paper, we analyze the security of the variation 
of such proof system in identity-based settings and present a secure identity-based 
non-interactive proof system with complete set of security proofs. 
 
Keywords:pairing-based; undeniable signature; designated verifier; identity-based; 
certificateless. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of identity-based cryptography was first mentioned by 
Shamir (1985) with the aim of addressing the costly issues inherited in 
conventional public key cryptography.  In identity-based systems, the user’s 
public key is directly computed from her publicly available information (i.e. 
email address, IP address, etc.) while her secret key is calculated by a fully 
trusted third party called the Private Key Generator (PKG) using the master 
secret key. Hence, the need to issue and manage signed certificates for each 
user’s public key is completely eliminated. The fact that the implementation 
and maintenance of identity-based systems was much cheaper and easier 
than the traditional public key infrastructure, created a promising line of 
research. However, the first successful implementation of identity-based 
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systems was until the seminal work of Boneh and Franklin (2001) which was 
implemented using bilinear pairing over elliptic curves. After their proposal, 
many researchers employed the same technique (i.e. bilinear pairing over 
elliptic curves) to develop a large selection of identity-based schemes with a 
variety of properties (Choon & Hee Cheon, 2002; Hess, 2003).  

 
In 1989, Chaum and van Antwerpen(1989) proffered a variant of 

digital signatures called undeniable signature.  Unlike ordinary digital 
signatures, the public verifiability of an undeniable signature is limited and 
the validity/invalidity of a particular signature can only be verified with the 
direct help of its signer. Technically, an undeniable signature protects the 
signer’s rights to the privacy of the signed document. The signer in an 
undeniable signature scheme is able to confirm or deny the validity of her 
signatures by engaging in either the confirmation or disavowal protocol with 
the verifier. For the main applications of undeniable signatures, we can name 
software licensing, e-voting and e-cash (Boyd & Foo, 1998; Sakurai & 
Miyazaki, 2000). Since its proposal, many variations of undeniable signature 
schemes with different levels of security and special features have been 
proposed in the literature (Damgård & Pedersen, 1996; Duan, 2008; 
Kurosawa & Heng, 2005; Ogata, Kurosawa, & Heng, 2006). 

 
To prevent blackmailing and man in the middle attacks on 

undeniable signature schemes, Jakobsson, Sako and Impagliazzo(1996) 
introduced the concept of non-interactive designated verifier (NIDV) proof 
systems. Their main goal was to enable the signer of an undeniable signature 
to decide not only when, but also by whom her signature is being verified. 
Furthermore, NIDVproof systems are more efficient than the interactive ones 
(e.g. 3-move honest verifier zero knowledge proof system) since they 
minimize the interaction between the signer and the verifier to one move.  

 
Libert and Quisquater(2004) proposed the first provably secure 

identity-based undeniable signature scheme. As the first provable secure 
undeniable signature scheme which did not require any certificates for users, 
their scheme as well as the proposed security model was later used as a 
model for developing other undeniable signature schemes, such as the 
convertible identity-based undeniable signature scheme of Wu, Mu, Susilo, 
and Huang (2008), and Duan’s(2008)certificateless undeniable signature 
scheme. Libert and Quisquater employed the signature structure of Goh and 
Jarecki(2003) and developed a pairing-based variation of NIDV proof 
systems of Jakobsson et al. (1996) in order to generate proof transcripts on 
validity/invalidity of the message-signature pairs for a designated verifier.  
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Our Contribution 

For a NIDV proof system to be secure, it has to meet three main security 
notions. These security notions are, namely, completeness, non-
transferability and soundness. In the work proposed by Libert and 
Quisquater (2004), the main stress was on the security of the signature itself 
(i.e. they provided a comprehensive security proof to assure the 
unforgeability and invisibility of the signature), and they only provided a 
sketchy proof in order to assure the security of the proof generation systems 
employed in the body of the confirmation and disavowal protocols.  
 
Development of certificate-free (i.e. identity-based and certificateless) 
opaque signatures (e.g. undeniable signatures, designated verifier signatures, 
designated confirmer signatures, etc.) is much relied on the structure of the 
proof generation systems that they incorporate. 
 
Wang’s (2003) attack on NIDV proof systems of Jakobsson et al. (1996) 
motivated Kudla and Paterson (2005) to propose the first formal definition of 
NIDV proof systems and define a security model for such systems for the 
first time. 
 
Due to the vital rule of the pairing-based NIDV proof systems in 
development of certificate-free undeniable signature schemes, and inspired 
by the work of  Kudla and Paterson (2005), we stress on the security of 
pairing-based NIDV proof systems. We first extend Wang’s attack (2003) on 
the original proposal of NIDV proof system of Jakobsson et al. (1996) to the 
pairing-based version of such proofs developed by Libert and Quisquater 
(2004). The attack enables a malicious signer to violate the soundness 
property of such proof systems. More specifically, a malicious signer can 
provide a fraudulent confirmation proof transcript for an invalid signature 
and later, deny the validity of the signature by generating a correct disavowal 
proof transcript.  
 
Moreover, we formalize the security model of NIDV proof systems in an 
identity-based setting and define the properties that such proof systems 
should satisfy. We then put forth a secure version of pairing-based NIDV 
proof system with a complete set of security proofs. In our security proofs, 
we show that if the adversary is able to win the soundness game, then the 
challenger which uses the adversary as its subroutine is able to solve the 
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem and compute the master secret key and 
therefore, compromise the whole system. 
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Organization of the Paper 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
introduce some preliminaries and definitions which will be used throughout 
this paper. In Section 3, we review Libert and Quisquater’s scheme in order 
to familiarize the reader with their scheme. In Section 4, we propose the 
attack on the confirmation protocol of their scheme. In Section 5, we proffer 
the security model of pairing-based NIDV proof systems. In Section 6, we 
propose a secure version of such pairing-based NIDV proof systems and 
present a security analysis. We conclude our paper in Section 7. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Throughout this paper, the notation � ←� �  indicates that �is chosen 
randomly from the set  �. 

Bilinear Pairing 

We let �� be an additive cyclic group of prime order � with �  as its 
generator, and �	 be a multiplicative cyclic group of the same order. An 

admissible bilinear pairing ê: �� × �� ⟶ �	is given which is to satisfy the 
following properties: 

 

Bilinearity:For �, � ∈ �� and �, � ∈ ℤ� we have: ê���, ��� =  ê��,����andê���, ��� =  ê����, ��. 

 

Non-degeneracy:There exist � and � ∈ �� such that ê��, ��  ≠ 1. 
 

Computability:êis efficiently computable. 
 

Mathematical Assumptions  

The Discrete Logarithm problem (DL) is, given �  as a generator of  ��and �� ∈ ��, to find the value of � where � ←� ℤ� . 
 
TheBilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (BDH) is, given � as a generator of �� 

and ��, ��, �� ∈ ��for unknown �, �, � ←� ℤ�to compute ê��, �����.  

 

The Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (DBDH) is, given � as a 

generator of  ��, ��, ��, �� ∈ ��  and ℎ ∈  �	  for unknown �, �, � ←� ℤ� , 

to decide whether ℎ =  ê��, �����. 
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 !�is defined to be the inverse of the isomorphism where if " = �� and � = �� ; in which �  is a generator of �� then   �#,#�!�  ê��, "� =  �$,#�!� ê��, "�. 

 

3. LIBERT AND QUISQUATER’S SCHEME 

Libert and Quisquater(2004) proposed the first provably secure 
undeniable signature scheme in identity-based paradigm and showed the 
unforgeability and invisibility of their scheme relies on the hardness of the 
BDH and the DBDH assumptions respectively. Their scheme along with its 
security model has inspired the development of other schemes such as 
(Duan, 2008; Wu, et al., 2008). Following the work of Jakobsson et al. 
(1996), Libert and Quisquater (2004) developed a pairing-based designated 
verifier confirmation/disavowal protocol to prove the validity/invalidity of 
the signature in a non-interactive manner. In the following, we provide a 
quick review on Libert and Quisquater’s undeniable signature scheme 
(consisting of 3 algorithms (setup, extract, and sign) and 2 protocols 
(confirmation and disavowal)). Throughout this paper, the signer and the 

designated verifier are represented by their key pair as  �%&', ()*+ � 

and,%&-, ()*. / respectively. 

 

Setup: On inputting security parameters 0 and 1 , this algorithm generates 

groups �� and �	 of prime order � ≥ 24 , a generator � of ��  and an 
admissible bilinear map ê: �� × �� ⟶ �	 . The algorithm also chooses 4 

cryptographic hash functions:  5�: {0, 1}∗ → ��, 5	: {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}; ×{0, 1}∗ → ��and5<, 5=: {0, 1}∗ → ℤ�. The PKG sets > ⟵� ℤ� as its secret 

key and calculates �@A� = >� as its public key. The PKG’s public key and 

system parameters �B�C�D>� will be available to all the users in the system.  B�C�D> = ,�, ��, �	, �, �@A�, 5�, 5	, 5<, 5=/ 

 

Extract: Given the user’s identity  %&, PKG uses the master secret key > to 
compute the user’s secret value ()* = >�)* = >5��%&�  based on his/her 

identity %&. 
 

Sign: Suppose the signer with identity %&' wants to sign a message  D ∈ {0, 1}∗. She chooses a random salt C ⟵� {0, 1};  and computes the value 

of   E =  ê,5	�D, C, %&'�, ()*+/  to form the signature  F = �C, E�  =�C, ê,5	�D, C, %&'�, ()*+ /�.  
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Confirmation: In order for the signer to compute a confirmation proof 
transcript on the validity of a message-signature pair �D, F� for the 

designated verifier with identity %&-, she sets the values of �)*- = 5��%&-� 

and ℎ	 = 5	�D, C, %&'� and picks G, H ⟵� ��  and I ⟵� ℤ�∗  to compute 

� = ê��, G�ê,�@A� , �)*./J , K� = ê��, H�, K	 = ê�ℎ	, H�, ℎ =  5<��, K�, K	�,  and L = H + �ℎ + I� ()*+  and sends the confirmation proof 

transcript as �G, I, ℎ, L�. 
 
Upon receiving the confirmation proof transcript�G, I, ℎ, L�, the designated 

verifier sets ℎ	 = 5	�D, C, %&'�  and 

computes �N = ê��, G�ê,�#A�, �)*-/, K�N = ê��, L�ê,�@A� , �)*+/OPJ , K	N d  ℎ′ =  5<��N, K�N , K	N � and the verifier accepts the proof if and only if  ℎN = ℎ.  
 

In the above protocol, the signer forms the proof �G, I, ℎ, L� in order to 
convince the designated verifier that   �#,#�!�  ê,�@A�, �)*+ / =  �RS�T,U,)*+�,#�!�  ê,5	�D, C, %&'�, ()*+/. 
 

Disavowal: In order for the signer %&' to convince the designated verifier %&-  about the invalidity of a message-signature pair�D, F�, she takes the 
following steps: 

 

• Picks  V, I ⟵� ℤ�∗ , G ⟵� ��  and computes 

ℎ	 = 5	�D, C, %&'�, W = �êXOS,YZ[+\
] �^ and 

� =  ê��, G�ê,�@A�, �)*. /J
. 

• She has to prove her knowledge of a pair  �H, _�  such that, W =
 ê�OS,��

]` and 1 =  ê�#,��
êX#abc,$Z[+\`. 

•  In order to do so, she picks d ⟵� ℤ�∗  and e ⟵� ��   and computes f� = ê�ℎ	, e�E!g, f	 =
ê��, e�ê,�#A�, �)*'/!g

, ℎ = 5=�C, cf�, f	 �, L = e + �ℎ + I�H , 
and > = d + �ℎ + I �_and sends the proof as �W, G, I, ℎ, L, >�. 

• Upon receiving the disavowal proof transcript �W, G, I, ℎ, L, >� , the 
designated verifier %&- first checks if W = 1, he will reject the proof. 
Otherwise, he 

forms ℎ	 = 5	�D, C, %&'�, �N = ê��, G�ê,�#A� , �)*-/f�N = ê�5	�D, C, %&'�, L�E!jW!�OPJ�, f	N =  ê��, L�k!j,  and ℎ′ =
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 5=�W, �N, f�N , f	N � and accepts the proof if and only if ℎ = ℎN. 
 

In the above protocol, the signer forms the proof �W, G, I, ℎ, L, >� in order to 
convince the designated verifier that 

  �#,#�!�  ê,�@A�, �)*+ / ≠  �RS�T,U,)*+�,#�!� ê,5	�D, C, %&'�, ()*+/. 

 
Both of the above protocols are non-transferable. More precisely, the 
designated verifier is able to create confirmation/disavowal proof transcripts 
which are indistinguishable from those generated by the signer by computing 

the commitment collisions �GN, IN�, using his secret key ()*. . 

 

4. THE ATTACK  

As previously mentioned, the confirmation and disavowal protocols 
of Libert and Quisquater’s scheme is a variation of the method proposed by 
Jakobsson et al. (1996). Due to its advantages and efficiencies, the 
confirmation and disavowal protocols of their scheme were slightly modified 
and employed in other pairing-based undeniable signature schemes (Duan, 
2008; Wu, et al., 2008).  

 
Wang (2003) proposed an attack on Jakobsson et al.’s NIDV proof 

system. Inspired by Wang’s work, we show that the pairing-based version of 
such proof systems developed by Libert and Quisquater is not secure. Our 
attack enables a dishonest signer to provide a valid confirmation proof for a 
falsely generated signature and later, deny the validity of the signature in 
court by generating a correct disavowal protocol proof transcript.  

 
In the confirmation proof transcript of Libert and Quisquater’s 

scheme, the signer proves to the designated verifier that 

equality  �#,#�!�  ê,�@A� , �)*+/ =  �RS�T,U,)*+�,#�!�  E  holds. However, the flaw 

that the signer is not obligated to prove the equality of the values of H in K� 
and K	 leads in mounting the following attack. 

 
This attack for instance, can be mounted by a malicious e-bidder in 

an e-auction website. The malicious e-bidder initiates the attack by 
presenting a falsely generated undeniable signature on a message stating his 
bid on a specific item to the seller and provides a fraudulent confirmation 
proof transcript along. After the seller receives and checks the validity of the 
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malicious e-bidder’s signature along with the confirmation protocol 
transcript, he will assign the highest bid to the e-bidder. Later, the malicious 
e-bidder is able to deny his bid by running the disavowal protocol on the 
falsely generated signature, and therefore, violate the rules and regulations of 
the e-auction website. 

The malicious signer forms the attack by generating the fraudulent 
proof and then the false signature as follows. 
 

Fraudulent Proof Generation: In order for the malicious signer %&'∗  to 
form a fraudulent proof for the target designated verifier %&-∗, she chooses G ⟵� ��   and I, l, l′ ⟵� ℤ�∗ randomly and computes  �)*.∗ = 5��%&-∗�. 
She then forms the fraudulent proof as follows: 
 

m = �G, I, ℎ, L�
no
p
oq

H = l�, HN =  l′�
� = ê��, G�ê,�@A� , �)*.∗ /J

K� = ê��, H�, K	∗ = ê�5	�D, C, %&'∗�, HN�ℎ = 5<��, K�, K	∗�L = H + �ℎ + I�()*+∗

r 

 
Signature Generation: After forming the fraudulent proof, the dishonest 
signer sets the value of ℎ	 = 5	�D, C, %&'∗�  and computes the values of  E∗ 
as follows: 

E∗ = �ê�ℎ	, ��st!sê,ℎ	, ()*+∗ /!�OPJ��!�OPJ� 
 
She then forms the non-standard signature as  F∗  = �C, E∗� and submits �F∗ , m�to the designated verifier.  
 
Upon receiving the invalid signature proof tuple �F∗, m�, the  designated 

verifier %&-∗ forms ℎ	 = 5	�D, C, %&'∗�  and computes the following:  �N =  ê��, G�ê,�@A� , �)*.∗ /J
 

K�N =  ê��, L�ê,�@A� , �)*+∗ /OPJ
 

K	∗t =   ê �ℎ	, L�E∗ uvw
 

 
The verifier will accept the proof if and only if  ℎN = ℎ , where ℎN = 5<��N, K�N , K	∗t�. 
 
Remark 1.The designated verifier will be convinced about the veracity of the 
falsely formed confirmation proof if it passes the consistency check above. 
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The values of �′ and K�N  are calculated identical to the original transcript of 
the proof (as in the confirmation protocol in the previoussection) by the 

verifier. For the value of K	∗t , we know that,K	∗ = ê�ℎ	, H′�, and ê�ℎ	, L� =ê,ℎ	, H + �ℎ + I� ()*+∗ /, so we expand as follows. 

 

K	∗t =   ê �ℎ	, L�E∗ uvw  
= ê �ℎ	, L���ê�ℎ	, ��st!sê,ℎ	, ()*+∗ /!�OPJ��!�OPJ���OPJ� 

       = ê,ℎ	, ()*+∗ /�OPJ�ê,ℎ	, ()*+∗ /!�OPJ�ê�ℎ	, ��sê�ℎ	, ��!s 

            ê�ℎ	, ��st
       =  ê�ℎ	, ��st =  K	∗ 

 

Remark 2. Based on the disavowal protocol depicted in the previous section, 

the signer is able to generate the disavowal proof transcript if for W =
� êXOS,YZ[+∗ \

] �^ then W ≠ 1. We can see that the falsely generated signature 

will pass such test since  � êXOS,YZ[+∗ \
�ê�OS,#�xtyxêXOS,YZ[+∗ \y�uvw��y�uvw��^ ≠ 1. 

 

5. SECURITY OF PAIRING-BASED NIDV PROOFS 

Due to its efficiency and added security features, and after its 
introduction by Libert and Quisquater(2004), pairing-based NIDV proof 
systems have been employed in the structure of  other identity-based (Wu et 
al., 2008) and certificateless(Duan, 2008) undeniable signature schemes. 
Unfortunately, none of the proposed schemes which take advantage of 
employing such proof systems provided a security model in order to assure 
their security. 

 
Following the work of Kudla and Paterson (2005), we treat such 

NIDV proof system separately and provide a comprehensive set of security 
proofs in order to relate their security to the difficulty of a well-known 
complexity assumption. The main reason is the fact that in undeniable 
signature schemes, many proofs maybe generated for different verifiers in 
order to prove the validity/invalidity of a single signature.  In comparison 
with Kudla and Paterson (2005)security proofs, we show that if an adversary 
is able to win the soundness game, then the challenger that runs the 
adversary as its subroutine is able to solve the Discrete Logarithm problem 
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in order to compute the system master secret key and compromise the whole 
system.  

 
We consider apairing-based NIDV proof system to be secure if it 

meets the following security properties. 

Completeness 

We say that a proof system is complete if the designated verifier accepts the 
proof if and only if it is generated by the true signer (using her secret key) on 
the validity/invalidity of a given message-signature pair. 

Non-transferability 

Non-transferability is a weaker assumption than zero-knowledge-ness. A 
pairing-based NIDV proof system is non-transferable if there exists a 

polynomial time algorithm that on input of a tuple �F, ()*. , %&'�, where ()*.  is the secret key of the designated verifier, %&' is the public key of the 

signer, but F is not essentially a valid signature, produces a proof transcript 
which is indistinguishable from the one generated by using the secret key 
corresponding to  %&'. 
Soundness  

A pairing-based NIDV proof system is sound if no polynomially bounded 

adversary z has a non-negligible advantage in the following game: 
 

1. The adversary is provided with the system wide public parameters B�C�D> and the public key of the PKG (i.e. �@A�).  

2. The adversary z performs a series of queries:  

I. Signature queries:z produces a message D and an identity %& 
and queries the signature generation oracle in order to receive 

asignature on D  which is generated using the secret key 
corresponding to %&.  

II. Key extraction queries:z produces an identity %& and queries the 
key extraction oracle for the secret key ()* corresponding to %&. 

III. Confirmation/disavowal proof transcript queries:  

i. Adversary z  produces a message-signature pair �D, F� , a 
signer’s identity %&', and a designated verifier’s identity %&-. z queries the signer’s proof generation oracle to produce a 
NIDV proof transcript m on the validity/invalidity of the tuple �D, F,  %&'�for the designated verifier with identity %&-.  

ii. Adversary z  produces a message-signature pair �D, F� , a 

signer’s identity %&', and a designated verifier’s identity %&-. 
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zqueries the designated verifier’s proof simulation oracle to 

generate a NIDV proof transcript m  on the validity/invalidity of 
the tuple�D, F,  %&'�. 
 

3. At the end of the game, z outputs�%&'∗, %&-∗ , F∗, m∗�,where %&-∗  has 

not been queried to the key extraction oracle, m∗ can successfully 
pass the verification steps to prove the validity/invalidity of the 

tuple �D, F∗, %&'∗� , and m∗  was not the output of the 

confirmation/disavowal proof generation oracle. Adversary z wins 
if either: 
 

i. %&'∗ has not been queried to the key extraction oracle, or 

ii. F∗is invalid and m∗ is a confirmation proof transcript, or F∗  is 
valid and m∗  is a disavowal proof transcript.  

 
We say that a pairing-based NIDV proof system is sound if no 

polynomially bounded adversary is able to win the above game with a non-
negligible probability. 

 
The above game assures that a signer is not able to cheat in proving 

the validity/invalidity of a message-signature pair�D, F�. Put differently, if 
an uncorrupted designated verifier (where his secret key was never queried 
from the key extraction oracle) receives a valid pairing-based non-interactive 

proof; it was created using the signer’s secret key ()*+ . This property is very 

vital for undeniable signature schemes as only the signer should have the 
ability to generate such a proof for a particular designated verifier. 

 

6. SECURE PAIRING-BASED NIDV PROOF SYSTEM 

The easy fix proposed by Wang (2003) consisted of adding two 
more values (i.e. the signature and the signer’s public key) to the hash 
function of the confirmation protocol to prevent a malicious signer to form 
the fraudulent confirmation proof before generating the signature.  

 
Here, we propose a secure version of the pairing-based NIDV proof 

system employed in Libert and Quisquater’s scheme (2004). Since the public 
key of the user in identity-based setting is actually the identity of the user 
and it has already been incorporated in the signature structure; therefore, it is 
not required to add the user’s public key to the confirmation or disavowal 
protocol hash functions.  
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We assume that the Setup, Extract, and Sign algorithms take place 

identical to Libert and Quisquater’s scheme. Below are the secure versions 
of pairing-based NIDV proof systems.  
Confirmation Protocol: In order to form the confirmation protocol proof 

transcript to prove the validity of a message-signature pair �D, F�, the signer %&' picks I, {, C ⟵� ℤ�∗  and computes the following: 

 

�  = ê��, {��ê,�@A� , �)*./J
 K� = ê��, C��                             K	 = ê�5	�D, C, %&'�, C��        ℎ = 5<��, K�, K	, F�                L  = C� + �ℎ + I�()*+            

 
The proof m = �{, I, ℎ, L� is formed, and will be checked by the verifier 
similarly as shown in the original scheme. 
 

Disavowal Protocol: In order to form the disavowal protocol proof 
transcript, upon receiving an invalid message-signature pair  �D, F∗ =�C, E∗�� , the signer %&'   picks I, { ⟵� ℤ�∗  and generates the disavowal 

protocol proof transcript as follows: 

• Computes  � = ê��, {��ê,�@A�, �)*./J
 and picks V ⟵� ℤ�∗  in 

order to compute the value of W =  �êXRS�T,U,)*+�,YZ[+\
]∗ �^. 

• She has to prove her knowledge of a pair �|, _� ∈ �� × ℤ�∗  in a 

zero-knowledge way, such that  W =  ê�RS�T,U,)*+�,}�
]∗`  

and
ê�#,}�

êX#abc,$Z[+\` = 1 . Therefore, she picks �, 0 ⟵� ℤ�∗   and 

computes the following:  
                    f� =  ê�5	�D, C, %&'�, ���E∗!4

 

                  f	 =  ê��, ���ê,�@A�, �)*+ /!4
 ℎ = 5=(C, c,f�, f	 , F) L = �� + �ℎ + I�| > = 0 + �ℎ + I �_ 

 
The proof m = �W, {, I, ℎ, L, >� is formed, and will be checked by the verifier 
similarly as shown in the original scheme. 
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An Efficient Construction 

The confirmation/disavowal protocol can be made more efficient by taking 
advantage of bilinear property of pairing. Employing this method, we can 
save one pairing computation in both the generation and verification of the 
confirmation/disavowal proof transcript.    
 
In the confirmation protocol, instead of computing K�  and K	 , the signer 

computes the value of  K' = ê�5	�D, C, %&'� + �, C�� ; and the verifier 

computes   K'N = ê�5	�D, C, %&'�, L�E�OPJ�ê��, L�ê,�#A� , �)*+/�OPJ�. The 

same method can also be applied in computing the disavowal protocol proof 
transcript.  
 

Security Analysis 

Theorem 1: The above pairing-based NIDV proof systems are complete. 
Proving that the proof that is generated by a true signer is always accepted 
by the verifier is trivial and therefore, the proof of Theorem 1 is omitted. 

 
Theorem 2: The above pairing-based NIDV proof systems are non-
transferable.  
 

Proof.We define the designated verifier’s %&-  simulation algorithm as 
follows.  
 

On input �%&', ()*. , D, F�, it picks  {∗, >, k ⟵� ℤ� and calculates the 

following: � = ê��, {∗��                         K� = ê��, >��ê,�@A�, �)*+/~
 K	 = ê�5	�D, C, %&'�, >��E~ ℎ = 5<��, K�, K	, F�              I = ℎ − k                               G = {∗� − I()*.                  m = �G, I, ℎ, >�                      

 
It is easy to check that the simulated proof transcript m = �G, I, ℎ, >� will be 
accepted by the verifier, and it is indistinguishable from any proof transcript m∗ = �G∗, I∗, ℎ∗, >∗� generated by the signer (using her secret key ()*).  
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Theorem 3: In the random oracle model, if there exists an adversary z that 

is able to succeed in the soundness game after performing �H  queries to 
random oracles  5� for � ∈ {1,2,3}, �S  signature queries,�E  key extraction 

queries, and �CD confirmation and disavowal queries with advantageϵ; then, 
there exists an algorithm ℬ which uses z as its subroutine and solves the 

Discrete Logarithm problem in ��in order to compute the  master secret key 
with advantage �′ where: 

 

�N ≥ � − X,��*,��* + �R�/ 24⁄ /	 + 8 24⁄ \
�R<

 

 
Proof.We show that if there is an adversary zwhich is able to win the 

soundness game with probability �; then, one can build an algorithm ℬ that 
can solve the Discrete Logarithm problem in �� with probability �′. ℬrunsz 

as its subroutine and plays the role of z’s challenger, it starts by providing z  with public parameters ,�, ��, �	, �, �@A� , 5��� = 1, 2, 3�/  such that �@A� = �� (where � is unknown to  ℬ) and 5� is a random oracle.  

 zperforms a series of queries as mentioned in the soundness game, ℬ 

responds to these queries by keeping lists  ���� = 1, 2, 3� . z is able to 
perform �R  hash function queries, �'  signature queries, ��  key extraction 

queries, and ��* confirmation and disavowal queries. We presuppose that 
every key extraction query on an identity %& is preceded by a query on the 

random oracle 5��%&�. Queries made by z are handled as follows:  
 

Query on 5�:ℬ simulates 5� oracle by keeping a list  �� of tuples �%&�,  ���. 

When 5� is queried with %&�  ∈ {1, 0}∗, ℬ responds as follows:  
 

• If %&�  had been queried to  5�  before, then it is already in the 
list  ��. Therefore, ℬ retrieves �%&�, ��� and returns ��� to z. 

• Otherwise, ℬ picks�� ⟵� ℤ� , returns ��  to z , and adds �%&�, ��� 

to ��. 

Query on 5	: ℬsimulates 5	 oracle in the same way as 5� by keeping a list 

of tuples �D�, C�, %&�,  ���  in   �	;  where ℬ  picks  ( ⟵� ℤ� , returns  5	�D�, C�, %&�� = �� to z, and stores �D�, C�, %&�, (� in �	. 
 

Signature queries:  z is allowed to query for a signature on a message D� ∈ {1, 0}∗  and an identity %&�. ℬ  responds to such signature queries as 
follows: 
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• ℬ picks C ⟵� {1, 0};  and checks �	,  if �D�, C, %&��  already exists 

in �	; then, ℬ  picks a new C  until it finds a tuple �D� , C, %&�� for 
which no record exists in �	.  

• Then, ℬ  simulates  5	�D�, C, %&�� =  ��,   and returns the 

signature F = �C, ê,(�@A� , �)*�/) to z. 
 

Key extraction queries: zis able to query for the secret key associate with an 
identity %&� of his choice. ℬresponds to such queries as follows: 
 

• f%&� had been queried to 5� before, then it is already in the list  ��. 
Therefore,  ℬ  retrieves �%&�, ���  and returns ���@A� as the 

corresponding secret key of %&� to z.  

• Otherwise, ℬ  picks  � ⟵� ℤ� , returns  ��@A�  as the secret key of %&�, and adds �%&�, �� to ��. 

Proof transcript queries: As mentioned in the soundness game, z is able to 
query the challenger for confirmation proof transcript on validity of a given 
message-signature pair �D, F�. In designated verifier proofs, the designated 
verifier is able to use his secret key in order to simulate proof transcripts 
which are indistinguishable from those generated by the original signer. 
Hence, in the game between the adversary and the challenger, we assume 
that the adversary is also able to query the designated verifier simulation 

oracle for the simulated version of the proof transcript. z’s queries to the 
signer’s%&'proof generation oracle and the designated verifier’s %&-  proof 
simulation oracle are handled as follow. 
 z can query for confirmation proof transcript on a tuple �D, F, %&-� from the signer’s  %&' proof generation oracle, where %&- is the 
identity of the designated verifier for which the proof is to be generated. ℬfirst parses F to �E, C� and  runs the signature oracle on �D, C,  %&'� to get  FN; if F = FN, ℬ picks {, I, >, ℎ ⟵� ℤ�and generates the confirmation proof 

transcript as follows: 
 �  = ê��, ��Aê,�@A� , �)*./J =  ê��, ��Aê���, �-��J 

K� =  ê��, ��jê,�@A� , �)*+/OPJ = ê��, ��jê���, �'��OPJ 
K	 = ê �5	�D, C, %&'�, ��jê,(�@A�, �)*+ /OPJ

       =  ê ���, ��jê�(��, �'��OPJ 
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If the oracle  5<  was previously queried on  � =  ��, K�, K	, F� , ℬ 
stops and outputs “failure”; Otherwise, ℬ adds the tuple ��, ℎ� to �<, and 
returns the proof transcript m = �{, I, ℎ, >�� to z.  

• z can query for confirmation proof transcript on tuple �D, F, %&'� 
from the designated verifier’s %&- proof simulation oracle, where  %&' 
is the identity of the signer. To compute the simulated version of the 
confirmation proof transcript, ℬ  picks {′, I′, >′, ℎ′ ⟵� ℤ� and 

computes�N, K�N and K	N  same as above. 

Identical to the above case, If the oracle  5<  was previously 

queried on �N =  ��N, K�N , K	N , F�, ℬ stops and outputs “failure”; Otherwise, ℬ 
adds the tuple ��N, ℎ′�  to  �<  and returns the proof transcript m′ =�{′, I′, ℎ′, >′�� to z. 

 

Output: Finally, z  outputs a valid tuple �%&'∗, %&-∗ , D∗, F∗, m∗� , where %&-∗ has never been queried to the key extraction oracle, and the proof m∗ = �{∗, I∗, ℎ∗, >∗��  was never outputted from the proof generation oracle 
(i.e. either the signer’s proof generation oracle, or the designated verifier’s 
proof simulation oracle). Then, z wins if either: 
 

I. %&'∗ has never been queried to the key extraction oracle, or 

II. (D∗, F∗, %&'∗ ) is an invalid tuple. 
 

Case I: Suppose that %&'∗was never queried to the key extraction oracle.  
 

If ℎ∗ was never outputted from either the signer’s proof generation 
oracle, or the designated verifier’s proof simulation oracle, then based on 
forking lemma (Pointcheval & Stern, 1996), ℬ  can repeat the simulation 

process until z outputs another tuple �%&'∗,  %&-, D∗, F∗, m�  with a non-
negligible probability, where m = �{, I, ℎ, >� and ℎ ≠ ℎ∗. Therefore, will get 
the following equations: 

 ê��, ��A∗ê���, �-∗��J∗   = ê��, ��Aê���, �-��J                                         �1. �� ê��, ��j∗ê���, �'∗��O∗PJ∗  = ê��, ��jê���, �'∗��OPJ                               �1. �� ê ��∗�, ��j∗ê�(∗��, �'∗��O∗PJ∗  =  ê ���, ��jê�(��, �'∗��OPJ              �1. �� 
 

If %&-∗ ≠ %&- or I∗ ≠ I and both %&-∗  and %&-had been queried to 5�oracle before, then ℬ can solve (1.a) for discrete logarithm of �@A� = ��.  

 

The probability that %&-∗  and %&- have never been queried 

to  5� oracle is smaller than  2/24 . On the other hand, if %&-∗ = %&- and 
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I∗ = I  then definitely{∗ = { . Given  ℎ ≠ ℎ∗ , we have ℎ∗ + I∗ ≠  ℎ + I 

therefore, ℬ can solve (1.b) for the discrete logarithm of �@A�. In this case, ℬ 

fails if %&-∗ was never queried to 5�oracle. The probability that %&'∗   was 

never queried to 5�is smaller than 1/24.   
 

If ℎ∗  was an output from the proof transcript generation oracle, 
then it was generated either by the signer’s proof generation oracle, or the 
designated verifier’s proof simulation oracle.  

 

If ℎ∗  was output by some previous query to signer’s %&'∗  proof 
generation oracle on �D∗, F∗, %&-�  which generated the proof m =�{, I, ℎ∗, >�, then since ℎ and ℎ∗ were outputs from 5<, we assume that with 
overwhelming probability that the inputs to  5<��, K�, K	, D, F, %&'� were 
identical.  

 ê��, ��A∗ê���, �-∗��J∗ = ê��, ��Aê���, �-��J                                            �1. (� ê��, ��j∗ê���, �'∗��O∗PJ∗ = ê��, ��jê���, �'∗��OPJ�1. �� ê ��∗�, ��j∗ê�(∗��, �'∗��O∗PJ∗ =  ê ���, ��jê�(��, �'∗��OPJ�1.  � 
 

Same as in equation (1.a), if %&-∗ ≠  %&- or I∗ ≠ I and both %&-∗  

and %&-had been queried to 5�oracle before, then ℬ can solve (1.d) for the 

discrete logarithm of�@A�. The probability that %&-∗  and %&-have never been 

queried to 5� oracle is smaller than 2/24 . If %&-∗ =  %&-  and I∗ = I  then 

definitely{∗ = {, so ℎ∗ + I∗ =  ℎ + I, which gives us > = >∗. 
 

Having > = >∗ implies that  m∗ = �{∗, I∗, ℎ∗, >∗�  was an output of 
the signer’s proof generation oracle, contradicting our assumption. 

 
If ℎ∗  was output by some previous query to the designated 

verifier’s %&-∗ proof simulation oracle on �D∗, F∗, %&'� which produced the 

proof m = �{, I, ℎ∗, >�, then again, with overwhelming probability, we will 
obtain the following equations: 

 ê��, ��A∗ê���, �-∗��J∗ = ê��, ��Aê���, �-∗��J                                      �1. K� ê��, ��j∗ê���, �'∗��O∗PJ∗ = ê��, ��jê���, �'��OPJ                                �1. ℎ� ê ��∗�, ��j∗ê�(∗��, �'∗��O∗PJ∗ =  ê ���, ��jê�(��, �'∗��OPJ            �1. �� 
 

Now ifI∗ ≠ I and %&-∗ had been queried to 5�oracle before (the 

probability that%&-∗  was never queried to  5�  is  1/24�, then ℬ  can solve 
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(1.g) for the discrete logarithm of�@A� . If %&'∗ ≠  %&'  or I∗ ≠ I  and both %&'∗ and %&'had been queried to 5�oracle before, then ℬ can solve (1.h) for 

the discrete logarithm of�@A�. The probability that %&'∗ and %&'have never 

been queried to 5� oracle is smaller than 2/24. 
 

If I∗ = I,  then definitely {∗ = { , and ℎ∗ + I∗ = ℎ + I , which 

gives us  > = >∗ . However, this means that  m∗ = �{∗, I∗, ℎ∗, >∗�  was 
outputted from the designated verifier’s proof simulation oracle, 
contradicting our assumption. 

Case II:  Suppose that (D∗, F∗, %&'∗� is an invalid tuple. 
 

If ℎ∗  was never queried to either the signer’s proof generation 
oracle or the designated verifier’s proof simulation oracle, then based on 

forking lemma (Pointcheval & Stern, 1996), ℬ  can repeat the simulation 

process until z outputs another tuple �%&'∗,  %&-, D∗, F∗, m�  with a non-

negligible probability, where m = �{, I, ℎ, >� and ℎ ≠ ℎ∗. Therefore, will get 
the following equations: 

 ê��, ��A∗ê���, �-∗��J∗ = ê��, ��Aê���, �-��J                                 �2. �� ê��, ��j∗ê���, �'∗��O∗PJ∗ = ê��, ��jê���, �'∗��OPJ                              �2. �� ê ��∗�, ��j∗ê�(∗��, �'∗��O∗PJ∗ =  ê ���, ��jê�(��, �'��OPJ              �2. �� 
 

As in equation (1.a), if %&-∗ ≠ %&-  or I∗ ≠ I  and both %&-∗  and %&-had been queried to 5�oracle before, then ℬ can solve (2.a) for discrete 

logarithm of�@A� = ��. The probability that %&-∗  and  %&-have never been 

queried to 5�oracle is smaller than 2/24. 
 

If%&-∗ = %&- , I∗ = I and {∗ = {. However, since ℎ ≠ ℎ∗ we can 

observe from equations (2.b) and (2.c) that  �#,#�!�  ê���, �'∗�� =
 �Y∗#,#�!�  ê�(∗��, �'∗��  stating that the signature is valid for signer  %&'∗ , 

contradicting our assumption above.  
 
If ℎ∗  was outputted by some previous query to the designated 

verifier’s %&-∗ proof simulation oracle on (D∗, F∗, %&'� which produced the 
proof   m = �{, I, ℎ∗, >� , we obtain the following equations with 
overwhelming probability.  

 ê��, ��A∗ê���, �-∗��J∗ = ê��, ��Aê���, �-∗��J                                     �2. (� ê��, ��j∗ê���, �'∗��O∗PJ∗ = ê��, ��jê���, �'��OPJ                                �2. �� ê ��∗�, ��j∗ê�(∗��, �'∗��O∗PJ∗ =  ê ���, ��jê�(��, �'��OPJ              �2.  � 
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Now if I∗ ≠ I,  then ℬ can solve (2.d) for the discrete logarithm 

of�@A� . In this case ℬ  will fail if %&-∗  was never queried to oracle. The 

probability that %&-∗  was never queried to  5� is smaller than  1/24 . If %&'∗ ≠  %&'  or I∗ ≠ I  and both %&'∗  and %&' had been queried to 5� oracle 

before, then ℬ  can solve (2.e) for the discrete logarithm of �@A� . The 

probability that %&'∗ and %&'have never been queried to 5� oracle is smaller 

than 2/24. 
 

If I∗ = I,  then definitely {∗ = { , and ℎ∗ + I∗ =  ℎ + I , which 
gives us  > = >∗ . However, this means that  m∗ = �{∗, I∗, ℎ∗, >∗�  was an 
output of the designated verifier’s proof simulation oracle; therefore, 
contradicting our assumption. 

 

We know that ℎ∗ was never outputted from the signer’s %&'∗ proof 
generation oracle since if an invalid tuple (D∗, F∗, %&-� is submitted to the 

signer’s %&'∗  proof generation oracle it will output invalid with 
overwhelming probability. 

 

Solving the DL Problem:Let ����;AU� be the probability that algorithm ℬ 

outputs failure in the simulation process and let ���T@As� be the probability 

that ℬ fails in computing the discrete logarithm of �@A� after the successful 

attack by z. Then the probability that ℬ outputs a correct solution to the 

discrete logarithm of �@A�  is at least  � − ,����;AU� + ���T@As�/ . We 

compute the upper bound for ,����;AU� + ���T@As�/ in the worst case as 

follows. ℬ can fail in the simulation process when z  queries on proof 
transcript generation oracles (either from the signer’s proof generation oracle 
or the designated verifier’s proof simulation oracle); this can happen with the 

probability ���*���* + �R�� 24⁄ �	.  

Therefore, the probability that ℬ outputs failure in the simulation process 

is  ����;AU� =   ���*,��* + �R�/ 24⁄ �	and the probability of  ℬ’s failure in 

computing the Discrete Logarithm problem after successful attack by z 

is���T@As� =  8 24⁄  (in Case I and ���T@As� =  5 24⁄  for Case II). Hence, 

the upper bound for ℬ to solve discrete logarithm problem is as follows: 
 

�′ ≥ � − ,���*���* + �R�� 24⁄ �	 + 8 24⁄ /
�R<
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The computation time bound can be computed considering the fact 

that every hash query on 5��� = 1, 2, 3� and key extraction query requires an 
exponentiation in��, a signature query requires a exponentiation in �� and a 
pairing evaluation, and generation of the confirmation proof transcript as the 
most expensive computation requires 6 pairing evaluation and 6 

exponentiation in�	. However, ℬ can reduce the pairing evaluations of the 
confirmation protocol to 1 by pre-computing ê��, ��; nonetheless, ℬ needs 

to compute 6 multi-exponentiation in �	. 
 

7. CONCLUSION  

Proof generation protocols are the main attributes of undeniable 
signature schemes. Since the introduction of NIDV proof systems of 
Jakobsson et al. (1996), such special proof systems have become very 
popular due to the properties and efficiency advantages they bring along.  

 
The development of certificate-free undeniable signature schemes 

however, has been very much relied on employing such proof systems. In 
this paper, we provided the first provable secure NIDV proof system in 
pairing-based setting and related its soundness to the difficulty of the 
Discrete Logarithm problem. Due to their similarities, the proposed proof 
system can also be incorporated in the body of certificateless and certificate-
based undeniable signature schemes.  
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